"He asked about like my family and past experience but not about how I was feeling. I very much felt like he was trying to find some sort of early trauma." [P05-F-BD]
"That [traumatic experiences] wasn't covered in a lot of detail, which part of me feels quite happy about, because I don't really like discussing it very much" [P16-F-DA]
Wanting to feel involved and informed "Like oh yeah the Complex Needs service…He said like, explained why that might be useful to me as well, as opposed to just saying "there's a bunch of leaflets -bye", like, "I've done my bit now" but explaining why I might find that useful and how it works as well beforehand." [P03-F-BPD]
"Now I know it's [a diagnosis of BPD] a common thing and it's just like a result of like usually someone having a horrible background … that's pretty reassuring." [P03-F-BPD]
"Nobody has ever said this could cause this, these are the side effects, these are the risks….and I think it's really important" [P06-F-BD] "It would have been helpful to come away with some information…it was only when I was actually in the waiting room that I picked up some leaflets…the last thing I need to be doing is searching round on Google to see what all the worse-case scenarios are…" [P02-F-BD] "I should have asked more questions, but I was a bit sort of um taken aback really…I have no idea if this is going to be long term, I don't know how long I'm going to have to be on the medication, I don't know if I'm ever going to be able to, to take up employment, um, all these things came through my mind." Wanting to be acknowledged, but often feeling dismissed and discredited "He seemed eager to understand mostly to, to solve to assess the problem and find some solutions." [P05-F-BD] "When I left [the assessment] like the first thing I said to [participant's partner] was "I'm so glad that he didn't just fob me off with tablets and tell me to go away" sort of thing like that was really good. I was really pleased." [P03-F-BPD] "They've made a diagnosis, they're going to change my medication, said they don't need to see me again…Is that it?" [P25-F-BD] "I wasn't taken seriously, I just felt like it was just another doctor to sit there and fall apart in front of" [P07-F-BD-BPD] "I think probably because of the way I present most of the time they probably actually didn't realise how bad I was… if you're articulate and educated then you can't be ill." [P13-F-DA] "He said well…I can see that you're um OK … I think he got the impression that you know I'm more than halfway cured of my depression." [P12-M-ND] "I mean he uh he can only sort of go by how he sees me today…he didn't see me how I was the other night, so it's hard for him to make a judgement. I mean I suppose he can go really go by what I'm saying now…" [P17-M-BPD]
